16:10 – 16:18pm
Craniometaphyseal dysplasia in a 3-year-old girl: a case report
Klis O, Brosnahan D
Our Lady's Children's Hospital

16:20 – 16:28pm
An Unusual Cause of Leucocoria
Doolan E, Chamney S, Kinsella F
Galway University Hospital, Temple Street Hospital

16:30 – 16:38pm
Early diagnosis and importance of holistic management of Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada (VKH) in college students and internationals of specific ethnicity can change disease course and prevent vision loss
Alhaddad Y, Rahman N, Alhaddad A
Ophthalmology Department, St. Vincent’s University Hospital

16:40 – 16:50pm – Ten-minute Discussion
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Programme
11:00
Consultant-led Clinical Case Conference

12:30 – 13:30pm Lunch

13:30 – 13:40pm Introduction

13:40 – 13:48pm
Corneal Perforation Secondary to use of Topical Preservative Containing NSAID Drops Post Routine Cataract Extraction
Mutagh P, Fahy G
Department of Ophthalmology, Galway University Hospital

13:50 – 13:58pm
A case of bilateral angle closure glaucoma
Bourke C, Hughes E, Quinn S
Sligo University Hospital

14:00 – 14:08pm
A Case Series of Simultaneously Diagnosed Bilateral Retinal Detachments
Lyons C, Kilmartin D
RVEEH

14:10 – 14:18pm
Neisseria gonorrhoeae: A case of preseptal cellulitis in an adolescent
Ellard R, Lyons C, Yaseen R, Tuwir I.
Ophthalmology Department, University Hospital Limerick

14:20 – 14:30pm – Ten-minute Discussion

14:30 – 14:38pm
An Audit of Pre-Operative Investigations of Patients Undergoing Ophthalmic Surgery Under General Anaesthesia
Liston A, Mohd N, Townley D
Galway University Hospital (GUH)

14:40 – 14:48pm
Adaptive Optics Imaging of an Irish Family of Blue Cone Monochromats
Research Foundation Royal Victoria Eye and Ear Hospital, Ocular Genetics Unit Trinity College Dublin, Department of Clinical Genetics, Our Lady's Hospital Children's Hospital Crumlin, University of Wisconsin

14:50 – 14:58pm
Visual Outcome of Massive Pre Macular Hemorrhage in Valsalva Retinopathy
Rehman HSUA, Idrees Z
Department of Ophthalmology, Cork University Hospital

15:00 – 15:08pm
Audit of nature of all phone calls received in UHW Eye Casualty
Wen-Chun Huang J, Murphy M, Ramasamy P
Ophthalmology UHW

15:10 – 15:40pm – Ten-minute Discussion

15:40 – 16:00pm Tea/Coffee Break

16:00 – 16:08pm
Multimodal imaging and longitudinal follow-up of pattern dystrophy due to OTX2 mutation
Mc Glacken-Byrne A, Kuanfu Chen F
Centre for Ophthalmology and Visual Science, Incorporating Lions Eye Institute, The University of Western Australia, Perth, WA, Australia